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FIBER OPTIC WALL PLATE WITH REDUNDANCY SYSTEM

This application is being filed on 18 December 2012, as a PCT

International Patent application and claims priority to U.S. Patent Application Serial

No. 61/579,334 filed on 22 December 201 , the disclosure of which is incorporated

herein by reference in its entirety.

Background

Passive Optical Networks (e.g. Indoor Passive Optical Networks) are

becoming prevalent in part because service providers want to deliver high bandwidth

communication capabilities to customers. Passive optical networks are a desirable

choice for delivering high-speed communication data because they may not employ

active electronic devices, such as amplifiers, repeaters, and work group switches,

between a central office, data center, or equipment room and a subscriber

termination or user device. The absence of active electronic devices may decrease

network complexity and/or cost and may increase network reliability.

Many companies have a maximum allowed downtime per year. That

downtime can be anywhere from a few minutes to a few days. When the allowable

downtime is exceeded, the costs can be enormous. The allowable downtime is

usually planned downtime and does not allow for downtime as a result of failure.

To help alleviate this problem, systems designers create redundancy so that there is a

back-up path and electronics to keep the system going in the event of failure. The

head-end electronic equipment may have the ability to sense a path failure and to

automatically activate the redundant path.

FIG. 1 illustrates an example network 100 deploying passive fiber

optic lines. As shown, the network 100 can include a central office 101 that

connects a number of end subscribers (also called end users herein) in a network.

For example, the network 100 may connect head end electronics at the central office

101 to one or more wall plates 150 at subscriber locations 105. Near end electronics

may be connected to the wall plates 150 using one or more optical patch cords. The

central office 101 can additionally connect to a larger network such as the Internet

(not shown) and/or a public switched telephone network (PSTN).

One or more of the end subscriber locations 105 may be disposed in a

multi-dwelling unit (MDU) 110. The MDU 10 can include a fiber distribution hub



(FDHs) 120 that may accept a primary feeder cable FP including one or more

incoming fibers and a back-up feeder cable FB including the same number of

incoming fibers. The FDH 120 may split or optically couple the incoming fibers of

the primary feeder cable FP to individual subscriber distribution fibers SD that may

be associated with end user locations 105. The FDH 120 also may split or optically

couple the incoming fibers of the back-up feeder cable FB to the individual

subscriber distribution fibers SD.

In general, primary and back-up lines cooperate to define redundant

paths to an example subscriber location 105. As shown in FIG. 1, a first subscriber

distribution fiber SD1 is routed along a first path P I from the FDH 120 to an

example wall plate 150 at an example subscriber location 105. A second subscriber

distribution fiber SD2 is routed along a second path P2 from the FDH 120 to the

example wall plate 150 at the subscriber location 105. In the passive optical

network 100, the primary optical path P I and the back-up path P2 each use a

dedicated port 152, 154 on the wall plate 50.

A near end electronic device 140 connects to the primary port 152

using an optical patch cord PC to receive the optical signals carried over the first

subscriber distribution line SD2. The near end electronic device 140 may include a

media converter 145 that converts the optical signals to electrical signals. For

example, the converter 145 may output the electrical signals (e.g., along four twisted

pair wires 148) to electrical contacts (e.g., spring contacts of an RJ-jack). When a

failure occurs, the optical patch cord PC connecting the wall plate 150 to the near

end electronic device 140 has to be switched manually from the primary port 152 to

the back-up port 154 to allow the electronic device 140 to receive optical signals

from the second subscriber distribution line SD1 .

Such manual switching increases the downtime when a failure occurs.

Further, such manual switching may introduce dirt or other contaminants into the

optical path, which also may increase downtime to clean and verify the path. Also,

such manual switching can cause delays associated with negotiation between

electronic components of the system. In view of the above, other types of

redundancy systems are desirable.



Summary

Primary and back-up lines of a passive optical network cooperate to

define redundant pathways to at least one subscriber location. The disclosure relates

to improving reliability in such passive optical networks through an automatic

switchover from the primary line to the back-up line at the subscriber location.

Some aspects of the disclosure are directed to an example method for

using an optical splitter/coupler to provide primary and back-up service to a

subscriber network access location. The optical splitter/coupler includes first and

second optical fibers that are optically coupled to a third optical fiber. The method

includes optically coupling the first and second optical fibers of the optical

splitter/coupler to a service provider location; and coupling the third optical fiber to

the subscriber network access location.

Other aspects of the disclosure are directed to an example method for

providing primary and back-up service to a network access location of a subscriber

location. The method includes combining a primary line and separate back-up line

into a combined line at an optical coupling location, and routing the combined line

from the coupling location toward the network access location of the subscriber

location.

Other aspects of the disclosure are directed to an example

telecommunications device including a wall plate; and an optical splitter device

integrated with the wall plate. The optical splitter device includes first, second and

third ports that are optically coupled such that: a) optical signals input through the

first port are output through the third port; b) optical signals input through the

second port are output through the third port; and c) optical signals input through the

third port are split within the splitter device and output through the first and second

ports. The first and second ports are accessible from the back side of the wall plate

and the third port is accessible from a front side of the wall plate.

Other aspects of the disclosure are directed to an example fiber optic

network architecture including an optical splitter/coupler having first and second

signal input/output locations that optically couple to a service provider location and

a third signal input/output location that couples to a subscriber location. The first

and second signal input/output locations are both optically coupled to the third

signal input/output location.



Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 shows a passive fiber optic network having redundant cable

routing paths to an example subscriber network access location;

FIG. 2 shows another passive fiber optic network having features that

are examples of inventive aspects in accordance with the features of the present

disclosure including an example optical splitter/coupler disposed at a subscriber

network access location and receiving redundant subscriber cables output from

separate splitters to form redundant pathways to the subscriber network access

location;

FIG. 2A is an enlarged view of the section of FIG. 2 designated 2A;

FIG. 3 shows another passive fiber optic network having features that

are examples of inventive aspects in accordance with the features of the present

disclosure including an example optical splitter/coupler disposed at a subscriber

network access location and receiving redundant subscriber cables output from the

same splitter to form redundant pathways to the subscriber network access location;

FIG. 4 shows another passive fiber optic network having features that

are examples of inventive aspects in accordance with the features of the present

disclosure including an example optical splitter/coupler disposed at near end

electronics that plug into a wall outlet at a subscriber network access location that

receives redundant subscriber cables forming redundant pathways; and

FIG. 4A is an enlarged view of the section of FIG. 4 designated 4A.

Detailed Description

In general, an example fiber optic network architecture configured in

accordance with the principles of the present disclosure includes redundant

pathways extending between a service provider and a subscriber network access

location. The network architecture includes an optical splitter/coupler disposed at

the subscriber network access location. The optical splitter/coupler optically couples

two lines from the service provider to a port at the subscriber network access

location.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing one example passive fiber

optic network 200 having features that are examples of inventive aspects in

accordance with the features of the present disclosure. The example network 200



includes service lines extending between a service provider location 210 and

multiple subscriber network access locations 230 at one or more subscriber locations

270. For ease in viewing, only a portion of the example network 200 including one

of the network access locations 230 at a first subscriber location 270 is shown in the

diagram of FIG. 2.

A central office 2 11 is disposed at the service provider location 210.

The central office 2 11 includes a first optical signal source 212 and a second optical

signal source 214. One of these optical signal sources 212, 214 functions as a

primary signal source and the other of these optical signal sources 212, 214

functions as a back-up signal source. In certain implementations, the first optical

signal source 212 includes a first optical line terminal 213 and the second optical

signal source 214 includes a second optical line terminal 215. Under normal

operating conditions, only the first optical signal source 212 is activated to provide

optical signals to the network 200. The second optical signal source 213 is activated

upon failure of the primary line.

A primary feeder cable 202 and a back-up feeder cable 204 extend

from the central office 2 11 to a splitting location 220. For example, the primary

feeder cable 202 may extend from the first optical line terminal 213 and the back-up

feeder cable 204 may extend from the second optical line terminal 215. Each of the

feeder cables 202, 204 includes at least one optical fiber. In certain

implementations, each of the feeder cables 202, 204 includes multiple optical fibers.

In certain implementations, each of the feeder cables 202, 204 includes multiple

cables connected together across the network 200 between the central office 2 11 and

the splitting location 220.

Typically, the primary feeder cable 202 carries optical signals from

the first optical line terminal 213 towards the splitting location 220 (and vice versa).

When a problem occurs in the primary line, the second optical terminal 215 begins

sending/receiving optical signals over the back-up feeder cable 204. For example,

the back-up feeder cable 204 may be used if the first optical line terminal 213

malfunctions. The back-up feeder cable 204 also may be used if there is a fault in

the primary line (i.e., in the primary feeder cable 202 or a cable connected thereto).

At the splitting location 220, any optical signals carried over the

feeder cables 202, 204 are split onto splitter output fibers 224, 228, respectively. In



some implementations, the splitting location 220 includes at least one fiber

distribution hub 221. In the example shown in FIG. 2, the first feeder cable 202 is

routed to a first fiber distribution hub 222 and the second feeder cable 204 is routed

to a second fiber distribution hub 226 at the splitting location 220. Each distribution

hub 222, 226 includes at least a first distribution splitter/coupler (i.e., passive optical

power splitters) 223, 227 that is configured to receive any optical signals carried

over the respective feeder cable 202, 204 and to split the optical signals at a 1 to N

split ratio onto the splitter output fibers 224, 228. At least one fiber 225, 229 of each

of the splitter output fibers 224, 228 is routed to one of the subscriber access

locations 230.

In some implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a one

by four split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a

one by six split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a

one by eight split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227

have a one by sixteen split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223,

227 have a one by thirty-two split ratio. In other implementations, the

splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a one by sixty-four split ratio.

The splitting location 220 is disposed at an intermediate point

between the service provider location 2 0 and the subscriber network access

locations 230. In certain implementations, the splitting location 220 is located near

the subscriber location 270. For example, the splitting location 220 may be disposed

in the same building as one or more of the subscriber network access locations 230.

In certain implementations, the splitting location 220 and the subscriber network

access location 230 may both be located in a multi-dwelling unit ( DU) 270. For

example, the splitting location 220 may be disposed in a basement of the MDU 270

and one or more network access locations 230 may be defined by wall outlet devices

245 disposed at wall outlets 236 located on different floors of the MDU 270. The

wall outlets 236 can be at different units/residences of the MDU 270.

One example wall outlet device 245 is shown in detail in FIG. 2A.

The wall outlet device 245 includes a wall plate 232 and an optical splitter/coupler

device 241 . In certain implementations, the wall plate 232 and optical

splitter/coupler device 241 form a compact unit that mounts at the wall outlet 236 to

define a "smart" faceplate. The wall plate 232 is mounted to a front side of a wall



231 (e.g., within one of the units/residences of the MDU 270). The wall plate 232

defines a back side 233 facing towards the wall 231 and a front side 234 facing away

from the wall 23 1. The wall plate 232 defines at least one input/output port 244

(e.g., defined by a fiber optic adapter) configured to provide access to the optical

splitter/coupler device 241 from the front side 234 of the wall plate 232.

The optical splitter/coupler device 241 has a first input/output port

242, a second input/output port 243, and a third input/output port 244. The optical

splitter/coupler device 241 includes a splitter 265 (e.g., a passive optical power

splitter) that is configured to split signals received at the third input/output port 244

to the first and second input/output ports 242, 243. The splitter 265 also passes the

optical signals received at the first and second input/output ports 242, 243 to the

third input/output port 244. A first internal optical fiber 262 extends from the

splitter 265 towards the first input/output port 242. A second internal optical fiber

264 extends from the splitter 265 towards the second input/output port 243. A third

internal optical fiber 266 extends from the splitter 265 towards the third input/output

port 244.

The splitter output fiber 225, which is optically coupled to the first

feeder cable 202, is received at the first input/output port 242. For example, an

optical adapter 261 may be disposed at the first input/output port 242. In such

implementations, a connectorized end of the splitter output fiber 225 may be

plugged into one end of the optical adapter 261 and a connectorized end of the first

internal fiber 262 may be plugged into the other end of the optical adapter 261 . A

second optical adapter 263 may be disposed at the second input/output port 243. In

such implementations, a connectorized end of the splitter output fiber 229 may be

plugged into one end of the second optical adapter 263 and a connectorized end of

the second internal fiber 264 may be plugged into the other end of the second optical

adapter 263. In other implementations, the splitter output fibers 225, 229 may be

spliced to fibers extending from the first and second input/output ports 242, 243.

A third adapter 267 may be disposed at the third input/output port

244 of the optical splitter/coupler device 241 . A connectorized end of the third

internal fiber 266 may be plugged into one side of the third adapter 267. The third

adapter 267 extends through the input/output port 244, thereby providing access to

the other end of the adapter 267. The splitter/coupler device 241 receives optical



signals carried by either of the first and second splitter output fibers 225, 229 and

outputs the received optical signals to the third port 244 disposed at the wall plate.

The splitter/coupler device 241 also splits any optical signals received at the third

port 244 towards both the first and second input/output ports 242, 243. Accordingly,

the wall outlet device 245 defines an optical coupling location 240 within the

network 200 wherein the optical signals are split when moving from the subscriber

locations 270 towards the central office 2 11.

The subscriber has subscriber equipment 250 including a conversion

package 2 1 that converts between optical signal and electrical signals. For

example, the subscriber equipment 250 may include an optical network terminal

(e.g., a network interface device). The subscriber equipment 250 includes a first

input/output port defined by an adapter 252. At least one internal fiber 253 extends

from the conversion package 251 and a connectorized end 254 of the internal fiber

253 is plugged into one end of the adapter 252. Electrical leads 255 extend from the

conversion package 251 towards one or more electrical contacts 256. In certain

implementations, the electrical contacts 256 define an RJ-type port. In one example

implementations, the electrical contacts 256 define an RJ-45 port. In another

example implementation, the electrical contacts 256 define a mini-USB port. In the

example shown in FIG. 2A, eight wires 255 corresponding to four twisted pairs

extend from the conversion package 251 to an electrical connection socket (e.g., an

RJjack).

A first connectorized end 281 of a patch cord 280 may be plugged

into the third adapter 267 through the optical port 244 at the wall plate 232. A

second connectorized end 282 of the patch cord 280 may be plugged into the adapter

252 of the subscriber equipment 250 to interface with the connectorized end 254 of

the interna] fiber 253. The patch cord 280 carries optical signals supplied from the

network 200 to the conversion package 251 to be converted to electrical signals.

The patch cord 280 also carries converted optical signals from the subscriber back to

the network 200. Accordingly, in certain implementations, the subscriber network

access location 230 is defined by the input/output port 244 at the wall plate 232.

A process for providing primary and back-up service to a network

access location 230 of a subscriber location 270 in network 200 includes combining

a primary line and a separate back-up line into a combined line at an optical



coupling location 240 and routing the combined line from the coupling location 240

toward the network access location 230 of the subscriber location 270. The

combined line eliminates the need for switching over patch cords in the event of a

failure. In certain implementations, the process may include providing an optical

splitter/coupler 241 including first and second optical paths 262, 264 that are

optically coupled to a third optical path 266 (FIG. 2A). The process also may

include optically coupling the first and second optical paths 262, 264 of the optical

splitter/coupler 241 to a service provider location 210; and coupling the third optical

path 266 to the subscriber network access location 230. Upon failure of a primary

system source coupled to the first optical path 262, a back-up signal source coupled

to the second optical path 264 can be activated and automatically routed by the

splitter/coupler 241 towards the network access location 230 via the third optical

path 266.

For example, a wall outlet device 245 may be disposed behind a wall

231 at a subscriber location. The wall outlet device 245 includes a wall plate 232

and an optical splitter/coupler device 241 as described above. In one example

embodiment, the optical splitter/coupler device 241 is a 2:1 optical power splitter.

First and second splitter output fibers 225, 229, which carry optical signals from the

first and second feeder cables 202, 204, respectively, are routed to the rear side 233

of the wall plate 232 and optically coupled (e.g., via a fusion splice, an optical

adapter, etc.) to the first and second optical paths 262, 264 of the optical

splitter/coupler device 241. A patch cord 280 is plugged into the third input/output

port 244 of the wall outlet device 245 to optically couple the both the primary line

and the back-up line to subscriber equipment 250.

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing another example passive fiber

optic network 300 having features that are examples of inventive aspects in

accordance with the features of the present disclosure. The example network 300

also includes service lines extending between a service provider location 210 and

multiple subscriber network access locations 230 at one or more subscriber locations

270. For ease in understanding, common elements of networks 200, 300 share

common reference numbers. Also, only a portion of the example network 300

including one of the network access locations 230 at a first subscriber location 270 is

shown i the diagram of FIG. 3.



The central office 2 11 at the service provider location 210 includes a

first optical signal source 212 and a second optical signal source 214. One of these

optical signal sources 212, 214 functions as a primary signal source and the other of

these optical signal sources 212, 214 functions as a back-up signal source. A

primary feeder cable 202 and a back-up feeder cable 204 extend from the central

office 2 11 to a splitting location 320. Typically, the primary feeder cable 202

carries optical signals from the first optical line terminal 213 towards the splitting

location 320 (and vice versa). When a problem occurs in the primary line, the

second optical terminal 215 begins sending/receiving optical signals over the back-

up feeder cable 204. For example, the back-up feeder cable 204 may be used if the

first optical line terminal 213 malfunctions. The back-up feeder cable 204 also may

be used if there is a fault in the primary line (i.e., in the primary feeder cable 202 or

a cable connected thereto).

At the splitting location 320, optical signals carried over the feeder

cables 202, 204 are split onto splitter output fibers 224. In the example shown in

FIG. 3, both feeder cables 202, 204 are routed to one fiber distribution hub 321 at

the splitting location 320. In some implementations, the fiber distribution hub 321

includes multiple optical splitters 323. In other implementations, the fiber

distribution hub 321 includes one splitter/coupler 323. The splitter/coupler 323 is

configured to receive optical signals carried over the feeder cables 202, 204 and to

split the optical signals onto the splitter output fibers 324. The splitter output fibers

324 include a primary output fiber 325 and a back-up output fiber 326, both of

which are routed to one of the subscriber access locations 230.

Some example splitter/couplers 323 couple multiple input fibers to

multiple output fibers. For example, the optical splitter/coupler 323 may be a two-

to-many splitter. In some implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a two

by four split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a

two by six split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227 have

a two by eight split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227

have a two by sixteen split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223,

227 have a two by thirty-two split ratio. In other implementations, the

splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a two by sixty-four split ratio. In other

implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a two by seventy-six split ratio.



In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a two by 128 split

ratio.

The splitting location 320 is disposed at an intermediate point

between the service provider location 210 and the subscriber network access

locations 230. In certain implementations, the splitting location 320 is located near

or at the subscriber location. For example, the splitting location 320 may be

disposed in the same building as one or more of the subscriber network access

locations 230. In certain implementations, the splitting location 320 and the

subscriber network access location 230 may both be located in a multi-dwelling unit

(MDU) 270. For example, the splitting location 320 may be disposed in a basement

of the MDU 270 and one or more network access locations 230 may be disposed at

wall outlets 236 located on different floors of the MDU 270. The wall outlets 236

can be at different units/residences of the MDU 270.

In certain example implementations, the splitter location 320 may be

defined by the example wall outlet device 245 shown in FIG. 2A. The splitter

output fiber 325, which is optically coupled to the first feeder cable 202, is received

at the first input/output port 242 of the wall outlet device 245. For example, a

connectorized end of the splitter output fiber 325 may be plugged into one end of the

optical adapter 261 of the wall outlet device 245. The splitter output fiber 326,

which is optically coupled to the second feeder cable 204, is received at the second

input/output port 243 of the wall outlet device 245. For example, a connectorized

end of the splitter output fiber 326 may be plugged into one end of the optical

adapter 263 of the wall outlet device 245. In other implementations, the splitter

output fibers 325, 326 may be spliced to fibers extending from the first and second

input/output ports 242, 243 .

A process for providing primary and back-up service to a network

access location 230 of a subscriber location 270 in network 300 includes combining

a primary line and a separate back-up line into a combined line at an optical

coupling location 240 and routing the combined line from the coupling location 240

toward the network access location 230 of the subscriber location 270. In certain

implementations, the process may include providing an optical splitter/coupler 241

including first and second optical paths 262, 264 that are optically coupled to a third

optical path 266 (FIG. 2A). The process also may include optically coupling the



first and second optical paths 262, 264 of the optical splitter/coupler 241 to a service

provider location 210; and coupling the third optical path 266 to the subscriber

network access location 230.

For example, a wall outlet device 245 may be disposed behind a wall

23 1 at a subscriber location. The wall outlet device 245 includes a wall plate 232

and an optical splitter/coupler device 241 as described above. In one example

embodiment, the optical splitter/coupler device 241 is a 2:1 optical power splitter.

First and second splitter output fibers 325, 326, which carry optical signals from the

splitting/coupling location 320, are routed to the rear side 233 of the wall plate 232

and optically coupled (e.g., via a fusion splice, an optical adapter, etc.) to the first

and second optical paths 262, 264 of the wall outlet device 245. A patch cord 280 is

plugged into the third input/output port 244 of the wall outlet device 245 to optically

couple the both the primary line and the back-up line to subscriber equipment 250.

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing one example passive fiber

optic network 400 having features that are examples of inventive aspects in

accordance with the features of the present disclosure. The example network 400

includes service lines extending between a service provider location 210 and

multiple subscriber network access locations 430 at one or more subscriber locations

470. For ease in viewing, only a portion of the example network 400 including one

of the network access locations 430 at a first subscriber location 470 is shown in the

diagram of FIG. 4.

A central office 2 11 is disposed at the service provider location 210.

The central office 2 11 includes a first optical signal source 212 and a second optical

signal source 214. One of these optical signal sources 212, 214 functions as a

primary signal source and the other of these optical signal sources 212, 214

functions as a back-up signal source. In certain implementations, the first optical

signal source 212 includes a first optical line terminal 213 and the second optical

signal source 214 includes a second optical line terminal 215. Under normal

operating conditions, only the first optical signal source 212 is activated to provide

optical signals to the network 200. The second optical signal source 213 is activated

upon failure of the primary line.

A primary feeder cable 202 and a back-up feeder cable 204 extend

from the central office 2 11 to a splitting location 220. For example, the primary



feeder cable 202 may extend from the first optical line terminal 213 and the back-up

feeder cable 204 may extend from the second optical line terminal 215. Each of the

feeder cables 202, 204 includes at least one optical fiber. In certain

implementations, each of the feeder cables 202, 204 includes multiple optical fibers.

In certain implementations, each of the feeder cables 202, 204 includes multiple

cables connected together across the network 200 between the central office 2 11 and

the splitting location 220.

Typically, the primary feeder cable 202 carries optical signals from

the first optical line terminal 213 towards the splitting location 220 (and vice versa).

When a problem occurs in the primary line, the second optical terminal 215 begins

sending/receiving optical signals over the back-up feeder cable 204. For example,

the back-up feeder cable 204 may be used if the first optical line terminal 213

malfunctions. The back-up feeder cable 204 also may be used if there is a fault in

the primary line (i.e., in the primary feeder cable 202 or a cable connected thereto).

At the splitting location 220, any optical signals carried over the

feeder cables 202, 204 are split onto splitter output fibers 224, 228, respectively. In

some implementations, the splitting location 220 includes at least one fiber

distribution hub 221. In the example shown in FIG. 2, the first feeder cable 202 is

routed to a first fiber distribution hub 222 and the second feeder cable 204 is routed

to a second fiber distribution hub 226 at the splitting location 220. Each distribution

hub 222, 226 includes at least a first distribution splitter/coupler (i.e., passive optical

power splitters) 223, 227 that is configured to receive any optical signals carried

over the respective feeder cable 202, 204 and to split the optical signals at a 1 to N

split ratio onto the splitter output fibers 224, 228. At least one fiber 225, 229 of each

of the splitter output fibers 224, 228 is routed towards one of the subscriber access

locations 430.

In some implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a one

by four split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a

one by six split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a

one by eight split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223, 227

have a one by sixteen split ratio. In other implementations, the splitter/couplers 223,

227 have a one by thirty-two split ratio. In other implementations, the

splitter/couplers 223, 227 have a one by sixty-four split ratio.



The splitting location 220 is disposed at an intermediate point

between the service provider location 210 and the subscriber network access

locations 430. In certain implementations, the splitting location 220 is located at the

subscriber location 270. For example, the splitting location 220 may be disposed in

the same building as one or more of the subscriber network access locations 430. In

certain implementations, the splitting location 220 and the subscriber network access

location 430 may both be located in a multi-dwelling unit (MDU) 270. For

example, the splitting location 220 may be disposed in a basement of the MDU 270

and one or more network access locations 430 may be defined by one or more pieces

of subscriber equipment 450 located on different floors of the MDU 270. The

subscriber equipment 250 can be at different units/residences of the MDU 270.

The subscriber equipment 250 is configured to be plugged into the

network 200 via a wall outlet 435 in the MDU 270 (e.g., in one of the

units/residences of the MDU 270). One example wall outlet 435 is shown in detail

in FIG. 4A. The wall outlet 435 includes a wall plate 432 mounted to a wall 43 1 in

the MDU 270. The wall plate 432 defines a back side 433 facing towards the wall

431 and a front side 434 facing away from the wall 43 1. The wall plate 432 defines

a first optical adapter 436 at which two fiber optic connectors are aligned and

optically coupled. For example, a connectorized end of the first splitter output fiber

225, which carries optical signals from the primary feeder cable 202, is plugged into

the rear side 433 of the first port 436. The wall plate 432 also defines a second

optical adapter 438 at which another two fiber optic connectors are aligned and

optically coupled. For example, a connectorized end of the second splitter output

fiber 229, which carries optical signals from the back-up feeder cable 204, is

plugged into the rear side 433 of the second port 437.

One example piece of subscriber equipment (e.g., a computer) 450 is

shown in FIG. 4A. The subscriber equipment 450 includes a first input/output port

452 and a second input/output port 454 that are configured to receive optical signals.

For example, the first input/output port 452 may be defined by a first optical adapter

and the second input/output port 454 may be defined by a second optical adapter. A

first patch cord 481 may connect the subscriber equipment 450 to the primary signal

line. For example, a first connectorized end 482 of the patch cord 481 may be

plugged into the front side 434 of the first port 436 of the wall outlet 435 and a



second connectorized end 483 of the patch cord 481 may be plugged into one end of

the adapter at the first input/output port 452 of the subscriber equipment 450. A

second patch cord 485 may connect the subscriber equipment 450 to the back-up

signal line. For example, a first connectorized end 486 of the second patch cord 485

may be plugged into the front side 434 of the second port 438 of the wall outlet 435

and a second connectorized end 487 of the second patch cord 485 may be plugged

into one end of the adapter at the second input/output port 454 of the subscriber

equipment 450.

A connectorized end of a first internal optical fiber 442 extends from

an opposite end of the adapter at the first input/output port 452 towards an optical

splitter (e.g., a passive optical power splitter) 445, which defines an optical coupling

location 440. A connectorized end of a second internal optical fiber 444 extends

from an opposite end of the adapter at the second input/output port 454 towards the

optical splitter 445. A third internal optical fiber 446 extends from the optical

splitter 445 towards an internal conversion package 451 included in the subscriber

equipment 450. In certain implementations, a connectorized end of the third internal

optical fiber 446 plugs into the conversion package 451.

The conversion package 451 converts between optical signal and

electrical signals. Electrical leads 455 extend from the conversion package 451

towards one or more electrical contacts 456. In certain implementations, the

electrical contacts 456 define an RJ-type port. In one example implementations, the

electrical contacts 456 define an RJ-45 port. In another example implementation,

the electrical contacts 456 define a mini-USB port. In the example shown in FIG.

4A, eight wires 455 corresponding to four twisted pairs extend from the conversion

package 451 to an electrical connection socket (e.g., an RJ jack) 456. The electrical

contacts 456 define the subscriber network access location 430, which automatically

receives optical signals from the activated power source 213,215 at the central

office.

The splitter 445 of the subscriber equipment 450 receives optical

signals carried by either of the first and second splitter output fibers 225, 229 (via

patch cords 481, 486, respectively) and outputs the received optical signals to the

conversion package 451 . The splitter/coupler device 241 also splits any optical

signals received from the conversion package 4 1 towards both the first and second



input/output ports 452, 454. Accordingly, the subscriber equipment 450 defines the

optical coupling location 440 within the network 400 wherein the optical signals are

split when moving from the subscriber network access location 430 towards the

central office 4 11.

A process for providing primary and back-up service to a network

access location 430 of a subscriber location 270 in network 400 includes combining

a primary line and separate back-up line into a combined line at the optical coupling

location 440 and routing the combined line from the coupling location 440 toward

the network access location 430 of the subscriber location 270. In certain

implementations, the process may include providing an optical splitter/coupler 445

including first and second optical paths 442, 444 that are optically coupled to a third

optical path 446 (FIG. 4A). The process also may include optically coupling the

first and second optical paths 442, 444 of the optical splitter/coupler 445 to a service

provider location 210; and coupling the third optical path 446 to the subscriber

network access location 430.

For example, a piece of subscriber equipment 450 may be disposed

adjacent a wall outlet 435 at a subscriber location. First and second splitter output

fibers 225, 229, which carry optical signals from the first and second feeder cables

202, 204, respectively, are routed to the rear side 233 of a wall plate 432 mounted at

the wall outlet 435. The process includes plugging connectorized ends of the splitter

output fibers 225, 229 into the rear side of adapters 436, 438 disposed at the wall

plate 432. A patch cord 481 is plugged into the front side of the first adapter 436 of

the wall outlet plate 432 and into a first adapter 452 at the subscriber equipment to

optically couple the primary line to the subscriber equipment 450. A second patch

cord 485 is plugged into the front side of the second adapter 438 of the wall outlet

plate 432 and into a second adapter 454 at the subscriber equipment 450 to optically

couple the back-up line to subscriber equipment 450.

The fiber optic adapters disclosed herein are configured to optically

and mechanically couple together two optical connectors

The above specification, examples and data provide a complete

description of the manufacture and use of the composition of the invention. Since

many embodiments of the invention can be made without departing from the spirit

and scope of the invention, the invention resides in the claims hereinafter appended.



CLAIMS:

1. A method for using an optical splitter/coupler to provide primary and back¬

up service to a subscriber network access location, the optical splitter/coupler

including first and second optical fibers that are optically coupled to a third optical

fiber, the method comprising:

optically coupling the first and second optical fibers of the optical

splitter/coupler to a service provider location; and

coupling the third optical fiber to the subscriber network access

location.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein optical signals carried by the third optical

fiber toward the subscriber network access location are routed through a network

interface device which converts the optical signals to electrical signals which can be

accessed by a subscriber at the subscriber network access location.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the subscriber network access location is a

port for receiving an electrical plug.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the port is provided by an RJ jack.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the subscriber network access location

comprises an optical port on a wall plate.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the first optical fiber is optically connected

to a first optical signal source and the second optical fiber is optically connected to a

second optical signal source.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the first optical signal source and the second

optical signal source are located at a central office of the service provider.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the first and second optical signal sources

comprise first and second optical line terminals.



9. The method of claim 1, wherein signals input to the optical splitter/coupler

from the service provider location are optically split from one to many at a splitting

location between the service provider location and the optical splitter/coupler, and

wherein the signals are split from one to many as the signals travel from the service

provider location toward the optical splitter /coupler.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the splitting location comprises at least one

fiber distribution hub.

1. The method of claim 9, wherein the splitting location includes a first

distribution splitter/coupler having a plurality of outputs one of which corresponds

to the first optical fiber and a second distribution splitter/coupler having a plurality

of outputs one of which corresponds to the second optical fiber.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the first and second distribution

splitter/couplers each have a 1 by 32 split ratio.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the first and second distribution

splitter/couplers are respectively provided at first and second fiber distribution hubs.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the optical splitter/coupler is provided on a

wall plate at the subscriber location, wherein the optical splitter/coupler is part of an

optical splitter/coupler device including first, second and third ports that respectively

correspond to the first, second and third optical fibers, and wherein the first and

second ports are accessible from a back side of the wall plate and the third port is

accessible from a front side of the wall plate.

1 . The method of claim 14, wherein a patch cord is routed from the third port to

an optical network terminal where signals carried by the patch cord from the wall

plate to the optical network terminal are converted from optical to electrical.



16. The method of claim 15, wherein the network access location is a port

provided at the network interface terminal for receiving an electrical plug.

17. The method of claim , wherein the optical splitter/coupler is provided at a

network interface device at the subscriber location, wherein the network interface

device converts optical signals output from the optical splitter/coupler through the

third optical fiber from optical to electrical.

18. A method for providing primary and back-up service to a network access

location of a subscriber location, the method comprising:

combining a primary line and separate back-up line into a combined

line at an optical coupling location, and routing the combined line from the coupling

location toward the network access location of the subscriber location.

9. A telecommunications device comprising:

a wall plate having a front side and a back side;

an optical splitter device integrated with the wall plate, the optical

splitter device including first, second and third ports that are optically coupled such

that: a) optical signals input through the first port are output through the third port;

b) optical signals input through the second port are output through the third port; and

c) optical signals input through the third port are split within the splitter device and

output through the first and second ports; and

the first and second ports being accessible from the back side of the

wall plate and the third port being accessible from the front side of the wall plate.

20. A fiber optic network architecture comprising:

an optical splitter/coupler having first and second signal input/output

locations that optically couple to a service provider location and a third signal

input/output location that couples to a subscriber location, the first and second signal

input/output locations both being optically coupled to the third signal input/output

location.



2 1. The fiber optic network architecture of claim 20, wherein the optical

splitter/coupler is provided on a wall plate at the subscriber location, wherein the

optical splitter/coupler is part of an optical splitter/coupler device including first,

second and third ports that respectively correspond to the first, second and third

signal input/output locations, and wherein the first and second ports are accessible

from a back side of the wall plate and the third port is accessible from a front side of

the wall plate.

22. The fiber optic network architecture of claim 2 , wherein a patch cord is

routed from the third port to an optical network terminal where signals carried by the

patch cord from the wall plate to the optical network terminal are converted from

optical to electrical.

23. The fiber optic network architecture of claim 20, wherein the optical

splitter/coupler is provided at a network interface device at the subscriber location,

wherein the network interface device converts optical signals output from the optical

splitter/coupler through the third input/output location from optical to electrical.

24. The fiber optic network architecture of claim 20, wherein signals input to the

optical splitter/coupler from the service provider location are optically split from one

to many at a splitting location between the service provider location and the optical

splitter/coupler, and wherein the signals are split from one to many as the signals

travel from the service provider location toward the optical splitter /coupler.
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